SENIOR HIGH WILL DANCE

SOPHOMORES INITIATED INTO GIRLS' SOCIETIES

The initiation to the two girls' societies for the new Sophomore members was the cause for the increased amount of laughter in the halls on last Tuesday. However, the formal initiation started at 3:30 with the Sigma girls in the Little Theater and the Quin girls in the library. In both cases, the Sophomores were reported to be very good sports, and both societies had an abundance of refreshments to celebrate the formal acceptance of the new members. These new Sophomores will receive their society pins at the installation ball.

SENIOR HIGH HAS MOVIES IN WEDNESDAY ASSEMBLY

An interesting and educational motion picture on "The Miracle of Milk", distributed by the State Department of Agriculture and Markets, was shown in the Senior High Assembly Wednesday afternoon. The picture was brought to Milne by Dr. Carleton A. Moose.

The Senior High party will be tonight from 8:30 to 12:00 P.M. in the Page Hall Gym. The Sub-club Club has charge of the arrangements and has done all the committee work with a few other students assisting with the decorations.

"Florida" is the theme of the dance and will be featured in the decorations.

Miss Anne Palmer, Miss Margaret Bets, and Mr. Daniel V. Soder will be the chaperons.

THETA KU WINS MATCH; AUSTIN IS HIGH WITH 179

Theta Ku and Adelphoi had a bowling tournament last Friday afternoon at the Pladium on Ontario Street. The competition between the two teams ended with Theta Ku as the winner with 597 and 681 points to Adelphoi's 565 and 670 points.

The boys on the Theta Ku team are Arthur Plamney, David Davidson, Jerome Levitz, William Lively, and Charles Locke. Jerome Levitz was high scorer for this society with a game of 167.

The boys on the Adelphoi team are Robert Speck, Fred Ward, Thomas Swift, Robert Austin, and Sellick Mathline. Robert Austin had the highest score of 176.
Monday, January 27

**Morning**

- English - 227, 228, 233, L.T.
- History B - 250 Husted
- American History - 250 Husted

**Afternoon**

- Biology - 320, 321, 324
- English III - 226, 227, 228, 233
- History A - L.T.
- Typing - See Dr. Kinsella

Tuesday, January 28

**Morning**

- English IV - L.T., 233
- Latin I - 323, 324, 327, 333
- Latin II - 161 Husted
- Latin III - 161 Husted

**Afternoon**

- English I - 227, 228, 233, L.T.
- Plane Geometry - 320, 321, 323, 327
- Latin IV - 333
- Shorthand I - 230
- Economic Geography - 224

Wednesday, January 29

**Morning**

- Int. Algebra - 320, 321, 329, 333
- Elem. Algebra - 226, 227, 228, 233
- Business Math - 230
- Bookkeeping II - 235
- Int. to Business - 230

**Afternoon**

- French I - 224, 226, 227, 228, 233
- French II - 320, 321, 323, 324
- Int. to Business - 230

Thursday, January 30

**Morning**

- Physics - 320
- Chemistry - L.T., 250 Husted
- Bookkeeping I - 230
- 10th Grade Biology - 321, 323

**Afternoon**

- Art - 9th, 10th, 11th, and 12th grades in Art Room
- Home Economics - 336
A WORTHWHILE ESSAY ON NATIONAL UNITY

A worthwhile essay contest has come to the attention of the Editors of the Crimson and White. The essay is sponsored by the National Unity Essay Contest Committee, of which Governor Herbert H. Lehman is a member. Grand prizes are fifteen hundred dollars in scholarships, or cash. Medals are also being awarded.

The subject is "Why National Unity is Important to My Country." This appropriate topic should be quite easy to write on in times such as these when everyone has his own ideas on defense.

Judging is based upon soundness of ideas and originality of thought as much as literary ability. Therefore everyone of us will have an equal chance to win.

More details about the contest may be found on the bulletin board of Room 233, or by addressing the National Unity Essay Contest Committee, 657 Broadway, New York City.

Every member of the student body should take advantage of this prize-winning opportunity to foster nationalism in this country.

TALKING OF TALKIES

Key to Rating:
* Poor
** Good
*** Excellent
**** Outstanding

Christopher Morley's best selling novel, "Kitty Foyle", is at last on celluloid! In the title role is no other than Ginger Rogers, which makes us believe that the story and Miss Rogers were "made for each other."

The picture is a tale of the modern "White Collar Girl" of today. Miss Rogers plays the part of a poor Philadelphian girl who becomes an office worker in a metropolitan city, meets Dennis Morgan, and to make things more complicated, later meets James Craig.

San Wood's direction, Dalton Trumbo's fine screen version of the story, and the excellent performances of such members of the supporting cast as Edmund Gwenn, and Gladys Cooper make "Kitty Foyle" an outstanding piece of motion picture entertainment.

GOING SOUTH TONIGHT?

Yes, it's a mid-winter excursion to the sunny south for all Milmites who board the S. S. Page Hall this evening, Friday, January 17, when Student Council's Mid-Season Dance rolls 'round.

Members of the Sub-Deb Club under the sponsorship of the Council are working hard to make this party a real success.

Your only ticket of admission is your Student Tax card. One step or one "drama" and get out of the Mid-Year Cramping Muddle for an evening of real fun.

Will we see you there?
HOW THAT IT IS ALMOST EXAM TIME, we notice several people doing queer things such as studying. There are many ways to go about this strange habit.

Some people really attempt it in the library. Of course, it takes a lot ... a whole lot to get in the mood for such strenuous exercise.

Duncan Crook wrapped around a chair and a half, and getting inscriptions from the ceiling, is indeed a spectacle.

Then there is the Hunt-Bashbaimer method. This employs the use of a good technique of note passing. Probably not last night's homework either.

The more direct method of the Hunt-Dissimulders method is that displayed by Allen Wilson. This is taking a walk around the library, and stopping off here and there to see how other people are getting along.

David Conlin has the easiest way of all. He simply sleeps during his library period, and then dreams about his algebra problems, and why yes, we.

Sincerely, we all better buckle down and start studying. We can't cram, the last night... or can we? Usually, it just won't work.

HOW TO STUDY THROUGH MEN
OR IT'S AS CLOSER AS MUD

Some girls just have the gift of reading minds when it comes to men, but most of you probably find them as deep as the Atlantic and as thick as a slate of marble.

Sometimes they're apt to treat you as if you aren't around. In this case, we give you a word of warning... don't be around!

Men are quite a bit like a pack of cards, the king, the ace, the jack and the joker. The king is the one who is true, and the ace is the boy who is the big men of sports, etc. The jack, of course is the boy with money, he's all right in his way, but he hardly tip the scales. And the joker... well, need we explain his type?

We just can't understand how Bob Saunders can be so nonchalant in History class and yet get results. Just ask him to give you the speech he's made famous, "Why I Am A Success."

One of our Senior gals, Laura Lyon, is quite taken up with a certain CDA lad... need we mention his name? Did you notice that pin a week ago?

Our graduate, Bill McGregor, (you remember Fall?) has been seen here and there with that very cute Evelyn Cole.

With the permission of Doris Nomiska and Ruth, our dearest, your reporter would like to have from the rest of the class which ones they prefer... Asher or Wilber. The girls find it a very interesting argument.

For Saunders wants to know the difference between "Sleight and non-Sleight books."

During the last senior class meeting, appointments were made to have the yearbook pictures taken. At the end of the meeting, when David asked who was chairman for the time being, called back the different names for appointments, he called Rhodes and Becker for the different settings. She immediately exclaimed... "I realize I'm big, but they don't have to take me in installations."